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Foreword

Ask a few people and you get opinions, ask many and you get a trend. That is the power

of 'telecom.beyond'.

The trend is clear: blurring borderlines with other industries, convergence in technologies

and a permanent drive for customer experience. Easy said, but now what? The search

for new realities and opportunities will drive organisations outside their comfort zone.

It will require different skill sets but more difficult even, a different mindset. Opening up

for those challenges requires leadership beyond what the industry has seen so far. It will
question the fundamental set ofvalue creation that has served us for so long.

It is fascinating and scary and the stakes are high. Starting the journey early is a great

idea. So this booklet wiII help in that resPect. It is a source of inspiration we all need

preparing for what we only can describe in vague terms.... till the next wave comes.

Ben Verwaayen
j.t ', r' ,i,



lntroduction

Imagine the world ten years from now in 2016. From Jules Veme, H.G. Wells, George

Orwell, Martin Luther King, John F. Kennedy, John Lennon through to Steven Spielberg,

"imagine" has brought us many visions of future worlds that were fantastic, frightening,

enlightening, as well as sometimes perfectly useless and sometimes surprisingly fruitful.

Today, we have developed methods and tools enabling us to envision future worlds that

might well come to pass. This area of expertise and research go by names such as

"Future Studies" or "Scenario Planning". It is this expertise that enables organisations

to adapt to scenarios for plausible future worlds.

Not always are we smart or willing enough to act upon future visions, and sometimes

this is fortunate. But at the height ofthe Internet bubble in the year 2000 for instance, we

carried out a broad future study. In one scenario we envisioned an impending economic

recession in Europe might become a reality within five years. As incredible as it may seem

now in retrospect, that future scenario was largely ignored if not ridiculed. This attitude

almost cost some telcos their existence.

TNO Information and Communication Technology is now proud to present you with this

booklet, which gives glimpses of communicatron worlds in 2016, a decade ahead, aimed

at today's network operators and service providers ofthe telecom industry.
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Reading guide

The concept ofthis booklet is straightforward:

. TNO' 9 communication contexts in 2076

On the black pages, you will find nine visions of the future written by TNO authors.

These visions have a special format that we have dubbed "communication contexts".

Communication contexts are in essence small stories of everyday private or corporate life,

in which people use technology within their home, work or collective (social) contexts.

A communication context therefore envisions the meaning and use of technology in every

day life and business. The nine communication contexts are representing future worlds

from three perspectives: customers, (future) application providers and (future) network

oPerators.

Note that all characters or organisations in the communication contexts are fictional.

. 18 future visions by dffirent contributors

TNO's future contexts are intertwined with eighteen visions of the luture as imagined

by a variety of people: captains ofindustry, government offlcials and other individuals

who enjoy status and rcspect both within the present telecom industry and outside the

industry. We are delighted that these respected individuals have cooperated in making

this booklet reality and we are grateful to them.

. The Daily News Feed of March 3,2016

In the last part of the book we added 'newsfeed headlines' in 2016. These future

headlines represent possible states ofaffairs in the future inspired by the future visions

in the booklet.

We do hope you will enjoy reading telecom.beyond
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qD SCHEEPBOUWER
TELEPHONY IS IRRELEVANT IN TERMS

OF BITS AND BYTES

One thing is certain: we will see many

changes in the world of telecommunica-

tions. In fact, many ofthose changes are

already taking place. KPN will evolve from

a traditional telco into a rnultimedia com-

pany. Voice-over-Broadband will be one

of many applications and, furthermore,

the least demanding in terms of connec-

tion capacity. In terms ofbits and bytes,

telephony is irrelevant. In some respects

we will remain a traditional telco, because

people will always want to communicate,

and we want to deliver the services that

enable them to do that.

Everyone is talking about person-based

communication: people will always want

to talk to each other, anywhere, anytime,

and the type of network (hotspots, UMTS,

Wimax) won't matter. Communication will
move from telephony, to the Internet, to

television images. We are already making

use oftechnologies such as narrowcasting,

and a range ofchip-based technologies

(e.9. RFID), which will play an important

role.

Between now and 2010, KPN will undergo

a metamorphosis. The fixed division will
be completely transformed, and the mobile

division will also undergo radical change.

Fixed and mobile will converge into a

single platform that will be initially geared

towards services for business customers

who demand'one-stop-shopping'.

KPN will soon consist of two divisions, one

of which will control all assets and makes

them available for KPN's consumer and

business markets. We will also open up

these resources to third parties - volun-

tarily, but also in compliance with the

requirements of liberalisation!

ROYAL KPN N.V.
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Intelligence will shift from devices back

into networks, particularly in the light

of the move towards AII-IP' networks.

In the space ofjust a few years, we are

investing 1.5 billion euros more in the

IP network than we normally would in a

traditional market in which turnover is

falling. Thanks to new IP services we see

volumes increasing. If we dont make these

investments, we will miss the boat. There

will be fewer infrastructurc operators,

more virtual operators, and more free

riders; market players that cannot exist on

their own.

In the future, ICT will have a significant

impact on society in areas such as care,

security and education. There is a great

deal ofpotential for ICT innovations in

these sectors, which are not moving very

fast at the moment. But it must be done

- in some cases with pressune from the

govemment - othennrise self-interest will
prevail in these sectors.

With new technologies, it is usually the

case that oue development has hardly

matured before the next one is knocking at

the door. You have to look ahead - not in
your rear-view mirror.
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UNIVERSITY OF TWENTE
PROFESSOR OF E-COMMERCE

ROEL PIEPER
FRObI INTETLIGEhJT DEVICES TO

I NTELTI G E\JT N ETVI/C R KS

At macrolevel, two important developments are taking place in the current world of

telecom and ICT: intelligence is moving back into the network, and we are moving

towards services that are genuinely demand-driven.

"I still believe in 'ambrent intelligence'; intelligence is moving back into the networks".

Devices will no longer develop in the way we're used to today: faster and ever-smarter

telephones and PDAs with more and more functionalities. Instead, devices will become

smalle! cheaper, simpler and more generic. And they will be used in a much more

implicit way. Simply by entering a room, they will be activated and services will be

delivered.

With the evolution of a fully integrated IP network, markets will become interwoven in

a way that is diftcult to envisage today. Initially, it will be the players in the markets for

services and applications who respond to this development, rather than the owners of
infrastructures. We can expect 'virtual IP service providers'to launch their services very

quickly. A directory service and payment facility in a large shopping centre is just one

example.

The second important development has been discussed for many years but finally, in the

years to come, it will become reality: the telecom market really will be denand-driven.

Even recently, companies don't have a clear picture of who their customers are. But by

2016, they will know who 99% of their customers are. Then services really can begin

with the customer and end with the system, rather than vice versa. "I hope that telecom

providers will soon stop 'providing'telecommunications, and start offering demand-

driven services".

l
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RTL NEDERLAND SA

FO|VS VAN WESTERLOO
TV VIEWERS OPT FOR MULTIMEDIA

CONTENT . ANYTIME, ANWVHERE

The traditional role oftelecom operators is changing at a breathtaking Pace. Voice-based

services still generate sales in the order of billions of euros, and are the most imPortant

cash cow in the telephony sector. By 2016, in the battle to win customers, voice-based

services will be offered below cost price - or even free - as Part ofa much larger package

of services.

This development is forcing future telcos to make a complete U-turn in terms of their

business models, shifting the focus towards providing a broad service package that

comprises, at the very least, Internet, TV and telephony services.

The fust steps along this path have already been taken. Versatel and KPN already have

the technical resources to deliver a package ofTV stations to the home. In 2005, Versatel

secured exclusive rights to broadcast live football, and KPN acquired Digitenne, which

mears that users will soon be able to receive broadcasts on their mobile phone. These

are just two examples.

In 2016, our customers - viewers - will want greater freedom to choose what they watch.

Naturally, general-interest channels such as RTL 4, 5 and 7 will still exist and will still

attract very large audiences, but viewers will prefer to choose from an A Ia carte menu

rather than'eat what's going'. There will be a huge increase in the demand for content

that can be watched or listened to anytime, anywhere - in the car, train or supermar-

ket, through a mobile phone, fixed telephone line, PDA or laptop - it won't make any

difference. By 2016, the telcos will have made sure that we can watch any programme,

wherever and whenever we choose.

The bundling of Internet, TV and telephony services by telcos will speed up the full

integration of TV and Internet. TV will evolve from an entirely Passive medium into an

interactive medium. Viewers will be able to parliciPate in television Programmes as they

watch, simply by switching to the lnternet. Thanks to the Internet, viewers already have

access to a wealth of additional information on television programmes. Film soundtracks

can be purchased online while the films are being shown.

This revolution will bring enorlnous challenges for RTL. How will Programmes on the new

platforms look in 2016? Will programmes on a mobile platform last only 30 seconds? Will

RTL make prograrnmes only for a specific audience of a very limited size? WiIl subscribers

take the place of advertisers? Will RIL deliver its programmes direct to the consumer?

How will PVRs influence viewing habits? WiIl viewers switch in their droves to video-on-

demand, or will they simply continue to sit back and watch passively?

RTL Nederlan(l SA (until ALrgtrstLrs 2004: RTLde Hollarrd N4edia Groep SA) is a Luxemburg-based

comnrercial llroa(lcasting conrpany owne(l b),thc RTL Group. the television an(l raclio (livision

of the German Bertelsmann concenr. With its ry channels RTL 4, RTL 5 and RTL 7. and its

raclio station RTL FI\4. RTL Neclerlzrrrcl is a key pkryer in the r.r(lio and television rt'tarket irt the

N etl.rerlands.
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VECAI
MANAGING DIRECTOR

BROADtsAh.JD iS CHANGING

0UR tryoRLD

"10 years ahead? Even one year is a long

time in this market!"

We are on the verge of major changes in

the telecom rndustry: intense competition

between various infrastructures, con-

vergence and economies of scale ... The

distinctions between telecom and cable

providers will gradually disappear. Tech-

nologies themselves will in the end offer

few competitive advantages, so the key to

success will be senrice and marketing.

The rapid penetration of broadband is still

an underestimated phenomenon. Broad-

band has brought fundamental changes

to the various industries, and is a valuable

tool for many people and organisations

- the travel industry and the impact of
Marktplaats.nl (a successful Dutch start-

up, recently bought by eBay) are just two
examples.

In 2015, broadband will be everywhere

and we will have access to any content

we require, wherever we are. We will use

services much more actively. Everything

will be available to us, but it will have its

price: when talking about video-cortent,

we will be able to choose between free

programmes with a lot of advertising, or

'clean' programmes for a fee.

):

ROB VAN ESCH

As far as the convergence of television

and PCs is concerned, television and the

PC still play different roles in households.

Watching television is very much a social

activitjv, while exploring the internet is

often very personal. This is an obstacle to

interoperability and exchangeability. ln
due time however, television and the PC

will become increasingly integrated. That

is already happening with digital televi
sion, where an electronic programme

guide enables people to flnd the content

they are looking for. Younger generations

will bring new habits in communication,

such as SMS and MSN. But youngsters will
also expand their influence in television.

Interactivity will be a normal element in

television programmes, while at the same

time "old fashioned broadcasting" will not

disappear. Look at ldols, interactive and

broadcast at the same time, giuing us a

start ofinsight into the future.

Regulations in the field of copyright play a

crucial role. Cable companies are still pay-

ing 70 million euros - without a 'specifica-

tion'breakdown - to copyright organisa-

tiors. Steps are being taken at European

Ievel. We want to buy clean products from

all parties. That will lead to quite a few

complicated discussions in the years to

come - but the wheels are in motion!
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FORMER FNV PRESIDENT/AS OF MID-2006: MANAGING DIRECTOR OF HUMANITAS

FNV / STICHTING HUMANITAS

Communication technologies are facili-

tating democratisation on a global scale.

They are facilitating the spread of know-

Iedge and creating greater social cohesion

than ever before.

Telecommunications are essential to the

economic and social'fabric of society'. The

fax, and later e-mail and the Intemet, have

vastly extended the reach of organisa-

tions. Internet provides a window onto

the world - and so many contacts! A trade

union in Brazil can contact the FNV about

a redundancy at the local Philips factory.

But telecommunications cannot replace

all face-to-face contacts. When you visit
a country you Iearn so much more from

what you see there - you learn who you

can and can't trust, for example.

In 2016, telecommunications will be much

simpler. We'lI be much more adept at

using them, thanks to intelligent systems

that help us to organise things. Young

people today already communicate in

a different way. The members of Young

ABVAKABO (a youth network ofthe FNV)

hold far fewer meetings than in the past.

They only meet to discuss specif,c subjects,

and many matters are dealt with through

remote communication. And my children,

for example, do their homework with their
friends via MSN.

As people will have easier access to

information, organisational structures will
become flatter. In 2015, the 'hotshots'will
be the people who are able to interpret,

sort and use information.

New technologies are providing a huge

impetus for social systems such as the

care sector. Communication will help

to solve staffshortages, for example by

making work discussion more efficient or

LODEWIJK DE WAAL
DEMOCRACY THROUGH

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

facilitating electronic patient administra-

tion. Systems technology enables the CWI

(Centre for Work and Income), for example,

to customise its service provision because

the technology is giving people more

opportunities to provide a personalised

service. In such contexts it is important to

strike the right balance between techno-

Iogy and the human aspect. We are now

in a transitional phase in terms of the way

the private sector thinks about technology.

We're moving away from the principles

of classical ecoflomics, towards a new era

with new networks, knowledge dissemina-

tion and services (including commerce), in
a high-tech sociery.

All over the world there are still areas

where large groups ofpeople have no

access to telecommunications. In African

countries in particular, telecommunicati-

ons would help to improve local econo-

mies and social cohesion. Organisations

in the private sector - operators included

- can commit themselves to sustainable

business practice by investing in these

areas together with governments and

N@s.
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HOM EOWN ERS' ASSOCIATION
.VERENIGING EIGEN HUIS'
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

MARLIES PER/VOT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS - A DRIVER OF

SOCIEry

In terms of homes and how we use communication technology, the year 2016 seems a

Iong way off, but we'lI be there before we know it. The pace of change is so fast that it is

almost impossible to predict the future.

Advances in communication technology will influence many areas of our lives, includ-

ing the integration of our work and home environments. Telecommunications will have

penetrated all corners ofthe world and it is inconceivable that, in certain areas, people

are unable to communicate freely with others.

The other side of the coin is that technology has become invasive; 'quiet time' is a thing

ofthe past. This is giving rise to a counter-movement. PeoPle prefer to sit around the

kitchen table together. We have a growing need to experience something real, to touch

or smell something, because we are in danger of losing that. Perhaps there will be a ban

on communicating electronically in public, just as smoking is banned today.

Technology is speeding up our lives. Associations such as 'Vereniging Eigen Huis' have

become digital organisations with new ways of interacting with members. Thanks to

ICI, we can provide services on a scale that was not possible in the past. For example,

for many years Vereniging Eigen Huis has compared mortgages. Now that the process

has been automated, we can compare some 2,500 products in a fraction of a second and

select the right mortgage for members. This keeps the service affordable.

Another example is the transparency that modern ICT brings. It means that monopoly

positions are being eroded. In the Property market, many opPortunities remained

'hidden, until the advent of platforms such as Funda, the main properly website in the

Netherlands. Even though it is not a medium everyone can make use of yet, it may be a

start breaking monopoly positions regarding information. Ultimately, the power will rest

with those who really understand the technological side of communication - it's the key

to big business.

In 2016, our homes will be basically the same as they are today. Homes will still be built

for the 'average' family, and housing stock will have a life of 50 to 60 years. This situa-

tion will not change until the supply side of the market (i.e. the construction industry's

perception of housing needs) is more closely attuned to the demand side.

The structure of neighbourhoods will also change as a result of advances in communi-

cation technology. Innovations will travel around the world much faster, and this will
influence the housing industry.

Telecommunications are a key component of the social infrastructure, and access must

be as low-threshold and attractive as possible for everyone.

'Vercnrging Etgen HUis rs it coltsLlr']]Cr organisation [or crrrrettl ill(l fuiLlta] hottta:on,tlt)rl. $Jlt1l tllole

tlr:rrr 660.000 nrerrlters n 2006. Tlrc assocrartroir rcllrc'scilts ilrerr intcrcsis arnti rs an l'tlilorr,llrt

solrrcc of arlvioe for rts nreil.tbers. r,llo rttitke fleqtierlL uso of this tacllii,v.
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EUROPEAN COMMISSIONER FOR COMPEI-ITION

Telecommunications influence man, society, products and business processes. Mobile and

broadband communications are taken up because they corresPond to

, such as our needs for being 1oved, maintain relationships and express commitment.

Forecasting the technology and services of 2016 implies replying to the question how

people will work and live over the coming years.

Engineers have a tendency to extrapolate future trends from current technological suc-

cesses. But they do not realise that, in the short and medium term, consumer needs can

be served with limited improvements of the current technology. Finding out how to best

serve consumer needs is a'trial and error'discovery process provided by competition.

Enterprises and public authorities will continue to as

long as they are aware of the potential of new technologies. The growth of small'smart'

business will likely continue. The web will increasingly provide self-employed workers the

possibility to act as subcontractors oflarger organisations. This will increase flexibility of

the latter and improve their global competitiveness.

Ten years ago, most players in the sector were predicting the demise of in

favour offlbre. Today, copper remains the key infrastructure. In spite ofmigration to

IP-based new generation networks, most of the current telecommunications technology

infrastructure will still be in use in 2016. As long as the consumer is not ready to pay for

additional capacity there will be no business case for huge infrastructure investments.

Governments have a key role to play to allow the sector to grow and the users to benefit

from that growth. For instance to allow to buy and sell usage rights to spectrum and in

managing rights of way on public land to allow the roil out of new networks. Another

issue is that of market power, where competition could play a greater role.

The sector was liberalised in 1998, but there is not yet in sight. The

main problem is that one operator inherited the former monopoly network. In the

absence ofa structural remedy, like the divestiture ofthe basic network, regulators are

indispensabie to define and monitor behavioural remedies. This comes at a high cost:

delay innovation and investments by incumbents out of fear that they would have to al-

low entrants. Sector-speciflc remedies should not be extended to Greenf,eld investments.

"My greatest wish is that possible exclusionary behaviour in new markets should be dealt

with under Competition law".

20



OPTA
CHAIRMAN COMMISSION

CHRIS FOIVTEIJN
UNIVERSAL BROADBAND ACCESS IN A

SELF- REGU LATI NG MARKET

In 2016, electronic communications will
be characterised by universally available

broadband access to IP networks, includ-

ing the Internet. Broadband access will
be available at any level of quality and in

many forms (e.g. WiMAX, WiFi, G4 mobile

networks, cable, fibre-optic or copper).

Consumers will be able to purchase low

threshold broadband access of the quality

and type they require.

Broadband networks will deliver every

conceivable type of electronic communi-

cation service and Internet application.

Services such as telephony and RTV will
no longer exist in their current form; they

will have been replaced by Internet-based

(IP) applications such as VoIP and IPTV

This means that both the availability and

production of content can be customised,

and any type of content can be produced

- even for the smallest niche markets.

In theory anyone will be able to create

content if there is a demand for it.

As the regulator of the communications

market, OPTAs role is to facilitate the

transition to the future. This means that

OPTA must allow sulficient scope for in-

novations and closely monitor changes in

market positions (resulting from service

bundling, for example). During the transi-

tion it will be important to create a level

plaving field for alternative infrastruc-

tures. OPTA will gradually take on a less

active role as infrastructures become more

competitive. However, many of the market

players that can generate infrastructure

competitior are international players, so

OPIAs role wiII also depend on regula-

tions in other European countries.

The main threat to the success ofthe

developments outlined above is the

abuse ofthe Internet, for example

through'malware' (spam, viruses). The

success of advances in broadband and

IP depends on acceptance by end-

users. OPTA can play a key role in this

respect by providing effective protec-

tion for Internet end-users. Ensuring

internet security will require co-

operation with countries outside the

Netherlands, and even outside Europe.

The nature of the Internet is such that,

in the future, even global co-operation

may be necessary to prevent malicious

practices.

The ultimate aim of OPTA is to create

such effective market mechanisms

that the market no longer needs to be

regulated. The need for sector-specific

supervision will then depend on how

effectively the sector itself, on a world-

wide level, is able to protect end-users

against malicious practices involving

new forms of electronic communica-

tion.

OPTA (Onafhankelijke Post en Telecom-

municatie Autoriteit) is the independent

regulator of the postal and telecon'lmuni-

cations n'rarkets in the Netherlancls. OPTA

supervises conlpliance with legislation and

regulations that are intended to promote

competition in these markets. therelry

ensuring greater choice and fair prices

for consumers.
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FORMER CTO

In another ten years, there will be three or four major players with ovrm infrastructure per

country, while the incumbents of today will have an average revenue market share of less

than 50 percent. The new players will originate from the IT and content world as a result

of the They will have the window of opportunity to manage telecommu-

nication only with combined products and services. IP will become a burden in costs for

the incumbents because they have to run two parallel networks during the next 10 years.

The fixed network players will be under high pressure. Another issue for the existing

operators is the non-availabiliry ofrich content.

The future customer is expecting telecommunication services with a strong and fresh

brand. will be a differentiator. Alternative operators and

Service Providers will create a significant market share, driven by new services and

cheaper prices.

In the future, mobile network operators will be consolidated to a maximum of three

players per country. They will offer simple European tariffs as national tariffs and

extremely cheap tariffs for special segments. The slogan of the future will be

. These customers will have only one handset offering the same functionalities

as at home. "In 2015 we expect to have mobile networks with a download speed in the

range of 50-100 mbit/sec, making use of high intelligence software and technology". There

will be new operators with local networks based on different technologies with similar

services. The only differentiation will be real mobility. The ovrrn network infrastructure

will be on one hand a strategic asset for each operator to offer advanced services, but on

the other hand it is an open and shared low cost platform for competitive providers.

On the long run innovations will be boosted by Asia, esp. China. In Europe, we have to

evoke more enthusiasm for natural sciences already in schools and universities in order to

get more engineers with high level education. Telecommunication services wili become a

commodity in the future, just as gas, water, clean air or electricity.

The drivers of future growth will be pushed by the entrepreneurship of small size compa-

nies creating new functionalities and services.

The real technology breakthrough within the next years will be the introduction of high

definition television in the wireline market and as a spin-off digital TV on handsets.

will be the future solution for the telecom operator:

customer focus, better services, high quality and low costs.

Main question based on the up to now not really visible synergies in international part-

nerships is: "ls it a must or not to have an international footprint?"

"My wish for the future is that the telecom industry will gain back the leadership in

Europe with regard to technology and innovation."



TDC A/S
VICE PRESI DENT, CORPORATE BUSI N ESS DEVELOPM ENT

NIIQIAJ GAMMEUOFT
TEI-ECOM M U N ICATIONS AS CATALYST

In 2016, the telecommunications industry

will be much more expansive. Access and

bandwidth will become commodity

products, the technological development

will reduce entry barriers and new players

will enter the market, e.9., utility compa-

nies. The emphasis will be on services and

using telecommunications as a catalyst for

other industries, i.e., access to auy infor-

mation or content from anywhere on any

device. Telecommunications players will
become key partners in particular for the

service industries such as entertainment,

media, healthcare, education, transport

and government. It will support rrew eco-

systems of small virtual businesses, each

focusing on their own niche markets.

Communication solutions will drive the

future societal behavior (i.e., less clear.

distiDction between work and personal

Iife, emergence of subcultures and virtual

communities) as well as satisff societal

demands (e.9., health care applications

for the elderly to allow them to remain

independent).

New services will continue to emerge,

many of which we cannot envision today

due to technical limitations or prohibitive

costs. Their market success will be heavily

influenced by early adopters, creative

marketing and word-of-mouth.

In order to deliver on this, telecommunica-

tions companies will have to develop their

business model and intemal operations

continuously. Telecommunications com-

panies will need to invest in advancing

technologies and demonstrate tangible

benefits from communications solutions.

Internally, their operations become more

flexible to allow faster provisioning of

services across access forms in quality

levels that are designed to suit the given

service. The name of the game will be

integration and convergence.

Scale continues to become a necessity to

deliver cost effective, quality services.

Hence consolidation will continue to

take place, focusing on the mass-market

services. The development and intro-

duction of new services will come from

smaller entities much in the same way

as now.

TDC rs the lea(liIrg provi(ler o{ con'nrilnrcirtrorts

solLrtions in Denrnetrk. tlrc secoll(] lirrlli--st

telecontnrunrcations provt(lcr on the S\vlss

nrarkei. and lr:rs ar l)rcsence itt all Norclrc

countncs an(i othcr Northcnr an(l Ccr.rtrirl

European nrarkcts.
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SH ELL N EDERLAN D B.V.
PRESIDENT

RE//V WILLEMS

ICT is an instrument that serves the

organisation, but it must never replace

interpersonal contacts. Technology must

not be allowed to take over; people must

always remain in control.

ICT can bring cost-efficiency benefits,

for example through the convergence of

telephony and the Internet. We are cur-

rently conducting an internal experiment

with communication via a single system.

We should be able to fully implement the

system in about a year's time. Within ten

years, everyone will be using the smart-

phone. In a worldwide organisation such

as Shell, where managers and their teams

are not always in the same location, ICT

can bring the boss 'virtually closer'' - but

the human aspect must never be over-

Iooked.

A key consideration for Shell is closer and

much more direct customer relationships

based on the use of real-tine informa-

tion. Shell Chemicals has more than

2,000 industrial customers worldwide,

and approximately 35 percent of orders

are now processed electronically. This is

expected to rise to 40 percent in 2006.

Shell realises system managemert and

inventory control for customers, which

means that customers' Iogistics proces-

ses are now more closely integrated with
those of Shell. In relationships with third
parties, technology presents both a danger

and a challenge that we should be aware

of. As technology allows Shell to integrate

its processes more closely with those of

the customer, it is important to preserve

THE HUMAN FACTOR WILL ALWAYS PLAY

A VITAL ROLE

30

the interpersonal side ofthe relationship.

If the human aspect is sacriflced, juridifica-

tion is a real danger if problems arise.

In core processes, such as those at the

oilfields and refineries, ICT plays an

important role in terms of optimising oil

production and information processing.

SheII does not believe that it is possible to

implement lull |emote operatron of these

processes, due to the stringent and specific

safety requirements involved. It must be

possible at any time for operators to con-

trol processes manually and safely.

In the retail context, namely the relation-

ship with motorists at the pump, real-time

information can be used to deliver conve-

nience. For example, cars could be equip-

ped with sensors that tell Shell when a car

needs petrol. Shell then delivers the fuel

at a convenient time and location agreed

with the customer. Obviously this has

implications in terms of permits and mu-

nicipal regulations (on safety, for example)

and this will need to be addressed.

Shell Nederland B.V is active in all five divi-

sions of the Group: Oil products, Chemicals.

Gas & Power, Exploration & Production. and

Renewables. Shell has 11,000 employees

in the Netherlands. representing ten percent

of Shell's total workforce worldwide. Shell's

activities in the Netherlands contribute, on

average, fifteen percent to the group s result.
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ALBERT H EIJ N
MANAGING DIRECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE EUROPE, ROYAL AHOLD

WIM VAN DER KLA
CLOSER TC THE CUSTCTVER

PRO-ACTIVE TELECOM M U i\ ICATIO\S

"Ahold has seen a great many changes in recent years. Business and IT priorities have

been reassessed worldwide, and IT operations have been outsourced".

Albert Heijn has several roles when it comes to telecommunications: it is a user, a mobile

provider ('AH mobiel') and a distribution channel for other providers.

Telecommunications play an important role in retail, particularly with regard to offering

vaiue-added servrces. Trials are already being carried out with payment applications, for

example. The question is how far they will be accepted by consumers.

In terms of internal business processes, telecommunications are important to Ahold on

an international level. Developments in recent years mean that the comPany can now

cover the entire supply chain, from supplier to consumer, and respond directly to cus-

tomer needs. And we're expecting further advances with RFID in this area. We're already

able to supply shops virtually real-time and manage the process more efhciently, also in

terms of food safety. This means that we can stock fresh daily products. The introduction

of RFID will vastly improve efficiency because time-consuming barcode scanning won't

be necessary. If more user-friendly applications can be offered, this will be more interest-

ing for consumers. One example is self-scanning, which has already been introduced in

a number of Albert Heijn shops. Convenience and elEciency for customers are important

aspects, but knowledge of customers that can be used for customised promotions, for

example, is also important.

Mobility is another important factor, for customer contacts (rise of multimedia) as well

as internal business processes. However, with regard to the last point, the fixed-mobile

integration that would facilitate this has been discussed for years, but the telecom

companies are slow to act. The potential is enormous. The telecom industry should focus

more strongly on pricing and pro-active investment.

Much ofthe technology is with us already. Obstacles often relate to costs and the fact

that standardisation is not sufnciently advanced for an integrated approach. In the

telecom industry, too few companies are seeking to innovate in pat tnershrp with other

(lT) providers and customers. The role oftelecom operators is still restricted to that of

carrier, an area where competition is intense. There is a lack of coherency in networks

and there is too little transparency, for example in pricing at the national level - Iet

alone at international level.

In 10 years' time, fixed-mobile integration will surely be a reality. There will be a single

standardised, user-friendly interface that will replace today's different platforms, and

telecom providers will bring Albert Heijn applications much closer to the consumer."
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KLUWER NEDERLAND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

PATRICI< MORLry
SEARCH TECHNOLOGY HAS

MATU RED

The Internet is becoming increasingly important for publishers. Internet reliability will
improve rapidly from best-effort delivery to a level of 99.999 percent, which is usual in
the telephony sector. Publishers and clients will be much more confident and adventurous

when it comes to web-based services.

Today, mobile real-time solutions are not a major part of the Kluwer portfolio, but this will
change in the long term. For example, lawyers in the courtroom will require fast access to
jurisprudence. This type of technology will not develop as rapidly as the Intemet, but it is
important for several lines of work, including police work. There is a wealth of potential

applications that could be linked to Kluwer's legal expertise.

In the education sector, the combination ofbooks and Internet technology will really take

off. Both these channels will exist in parallel, but possibly in a different form.

Kluwer will be able to give authors direct access to their content-management system.

This will require new telecommunication solutions.

Among Kluwer's clients, there will be an increasing demand for federated search facilities

that enable them to search several different information sources. They will require inte-

grated content, delivered in a well-structured format. Kluwer will work in partnership

with other organisations to test new search technologies whereby intelligence is built
into content in order to improve the retrievability and linking of information.

The message for telcos is: stay with what you'rc good at. Don t shift the focus to content.

Combining content and distribution will lead to strategy conflicts,

"My dream for the future is to be able to source and organise all relevant content for
professional users, and deliver it to their desktop as they need it".

l(lLlWrrr rs i profession.rl l)ul)lislrer w,ilr .pJ)roxillrartril l.-3OO staf1, sl)arar,tir:iif g, r r f ir',' lrriio\',ilr1

.rreas for 1l[] D!tch nr.)rk.rl: legal, frscal. finuncral, g{)vonrnrtce FlR\l.rrrcl nlail.r!r\irIr:t

KlLrv,e r is lliut oF Wolters Kluwer. lr l€rit{irnll nrultinair0[;rl pirl-rli.-<lrlr iln(i ilrf oTDraiia]rr rr:,r\ rcr:
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ALCATEL-MICROSOFT TV
BUSINESS DEVELOPEMENT / SENIOR MARKEI'ING MANAGER

KOEN HAIVDEI,(YN &
ELEIVA BRA/VET

RICHER COMMUNICATIONS AND

EXPERI ENCES

Voice (mail), video (mail), email, SMS and

chat are key communication means avail-

able today. New forms of complementary

communication means are expected to

appear that will support richer communt-

cation, allowing us to share mood,

interests, activity and location in a secure

and appropriate way with peers or full

social netwolks. As bandwidth and

compression technology will continue

to evolve and ambient intelligence will
gradually find its way into our lives, we

will find ourselves communicating in high

fidelity with our peers just as if they

would be right next to us without the

hurdle of visible terminals where

extended notions of presence (Iocation,

activity) will help us choose appropriate

means of addressing someone more natu-

rally. We might find our TV proposing to

watch some show together with a group

of remote friends, as future applications

will understand our social context. While

peer-to-peer applications will continue to

foster, real peer-to-peer communications

networks (like WiFi neighborhood or car-

to-car networks) can even be expected.

IP will continue to change the face of

world. Today's technology advancements

can help the IP enabled television to deliver

a new richer experience that puts users

in control of what, when and how they

watch content. In our vision, consumers

can connect from the TV to the rest of

their personal environment, so they can

control and enjoy multi media content

either at home or on the go. Our techno-

logy will enable you to program a televi-

sion recording from your mobile, watch

TV and communicate at the same time

together with friends located in different

places. As a next step, our infrastructure

will allow you to push your personal

content to the television sets ofyour

friends and family where it can be

consumed in the most natural way.

Where the digital world is mostly discon-

nected from the world surrounding us,

new user terminals are expected to link

both worlds, allowing the user to

effectively browse the real world, provid-

ing instant information on places, build-

ings or objects in his or her neighborhood.

Personal digital media can be logically

linked to physical objects and places and

will be easily shared. As an example,

digital post-it notes can be linked to stat-

ues, signs, toys and all the tangible things

around us creating a kind of digital graffiti

that allows end users to blog in the real

world. Vice versa, real world objects start

themselves to digitally log and publicly

share usage and sensor data. Mobile

search technology will help you search

the real and digital world to find friends,

services and extract knowledge in and

from your neighborhood.

In this evolution towards tangible media

and warm communication, the user and

his social context should play the central

role. The challenge ahead is expenence-

centric applications that provide users

the freedom to experience an application

anywhere, anytime, on any device. We are

leading the industry to "think big, start

small and move fast" by working with
partners to get basic services right, then

helping our customers to upgrade these

experiences as these new technologies

allow

Alcatel and Microsoft TV (part of the

Entertainment and Devices Division)

collaborate on the development of IPTV. The

partnership aims at delivering a complete and

integrated IPTV service delivery solution that

includes network infrastructure, IPTV software

and development and services integration.
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In 2016 the Internet has become so impor-

tant that we hardly use the term anymore.

IP is integrated in everything that sur-

rounds us. Intemet connects people and

objects, always and everywhere. We have

reached the goal to put or keep users (pri-

vate as well as corporate) in the driver's

seat. Their communication possibilities

are almost unlimited. Anyone who creates

a program, an application, a service or

new content can easily distribute what he

or she has created and anyone interested

can use it (for a reasonable price). And,

most importantly, the different (societal)

sectors will have succeeded in benefiting

from these developments: we have better

health care, better education and enhan-

ced mobility.

Looking back, the main actions the Minis-

try ofEconomic Affairs ofThe Netherlands

undertook to help this societal transitior
to take place were these:

- Technology: we started organising inter-

operability, standardisation and open ac-

cess in a way that benefits the user most.

- Market: we realised in time that Internet

is a disruptive technology. We didn t panic

when we saw'established' companies

collapse, jobs disappear and economic acti-

vities go abroad. We developed a policy of
empowering the unemployed, improving

the employability of people and enhan-

cing their e-skills. At the same time we

stimulated new companies to profit from

the excellent infrast{trgtures for electronic

communications in.g1g.).tiiliefl ands.

t . ,'., i' l

- Society: ten years ago, we started a

program called Societal Sectors and ICT,

in which we focused on a large scale

implementation of new lCT-services in the

sectors of education, health care, mobility

and security. The scale-dimension ofthe
plan brought about the changes in ways of
working, organising, governing and Iiving.

The successes soon spread out to market

sectors.

In 2005 Holland was number two with
regard to broadband connections in the

world. We were proud of this, but also

realised that to reap the benefits from this

pole position and to improve social goals,

it was just a small first step. Ten years

later we can be even more proud, because

Dutch healthcare has been chosen as one

of the best and most efficient in the world,

powered by using ICT in a human way.
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TH E N ETH ERLAN DS
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Communication and interaction are among our most fundamental needs, as is our grow-

ing appetite for information. The increasing digitisation of images, music and other

cortent, and the diversity of devices for storing and exchanging them, are enabling the

'connecred conslrmer' to fulfil those needs. Mobile telephones in particular are evolv-

ing into digital all-rounders that we can use to make payments, watch programmes,

access the Internet, etc. The worlds ofconsumer electronics, information technology

and telecommunication are converging, and the traditional playtng fields ofthe various

industries are changing with the arrival oftechnologies such as Voice-over-IP.

Interesting opportunities for true innovations are presenting themselves in areas where

there are advances in digitisation and connectivity. In healthcare, for example, we are

Iooking at possibilities for checks, diagnosis and treatment provided remotely, thereby

enabling people to receive extended treatment in their home environment, and easing

the pressure on health services. In the car industry, concepts such as car-to-car and car-

to-road(side) connectivity are generating interesting ways in which to make cars safer

and more comfortable.

In cmerging economit's, innovations in telecommunications combined with progress in

other areas can create specific solutions that help these countries to advance and, at the

same time, create interesting growth markets. In India, for example, we have equipped a

truck with diagnostic and communications equipment, making it possible to take health-

care services to people who would othervuise have no access to them. The success of this

type ofproject depends not so much on the level oftechnology, but much more on the

correct application of a well-chosen business model.

There is no doubt that, in the coming ten years, technology will continue to advance at

the same pace and will deliver faster data speeds, better standards, further miniaturisa-

tion and improved connectivity availability. There is no doubt that this can enrich our

lives, but in many respects it will also make our lives busier and more complex. The

challenge, apart from realising this technology, is to translate it into practical and user-

l'nendly apphcations that people perceive as useful.
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DIRECTOR BUSINESS & PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

It's some year in the future. Personalisation and individualisation is all pervasive. At the

same time the home has become for the indivi-

duals living in it. Fixed line technology and mobile technology have become complemen-

tary technologies to support the same personalised applications, and people use their

hardware and applications without even knowing whether it uses flxed or mobile.

Technology in the home has changed. Most homes have a , attached to a

fixed line network with virtually unlimited bandwidth. This hub also acts as the security

device for the household, it stores files, photos, video fiIes, physical security system and

camera files, status ofappliances in the house like heating, lights and household applian-

ces etc. From the hub there is a wireless network that connects all screens in the house,

PC's, palmtops etc as well as household appliances. Remote diagnostics has become

widespread for all appliances.

All in the house are , so they can perform as TV screen, computer

screen, video telephony screen, remote surveillance screen or whatever. Individuals in

the home have a remote control like device that can activate screens on an individualised

basis, with built in protection ofthat person's files and applications. TV channels don't

exist anymore, but are all individualised. The advertislng industry is in catch up mode to

be able to individualise advertising.

Security is key. A multi biiiion industry has evolved to help individuals to protect their pri-

vacy and information in a never ending fight against those who want to do the opposite.

All applications can be used on mobile devices as wel1, partly restricted (screen size,

power consumption, bandwidth).

become an integrated part oflife, based on which physical outlets ofknow-

ledge based industries have almost disappeared like mortgage shops, bank branches,

travel agencies, etc.

Working from home has finaliy taken off, and a large percentage of people combine

working from home with physically going to an office, Schools slowly start to embrace a

combination of classical teaching with internet teaching.

The percentage ofone-person households is still on the rise as well as the percentage of
people over 65. A paradox is emerging, because although everyone can communicate to

anyone at any time, people feel more lonely and isolated than ever.

has grown to epidemic proportions, especially in the age group under 16,

based on which homicide and suicide amongst children has grown dramatically. People

start to react to the all pervasive individualisation. Community TV channels grow, dialects

are cherished, 70's discos have become very popular.

Technology evolution is unstoppable, but the big question is: how can it make people

happier?
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GREEN PEACE N ETH ERLAN DS
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

air travel and car travel. As the pace of

climate change accelerates, Greenpeace

expects to see greater emphasis on con-

sumer awareness with regard to energy

consumption in the home. The need for

sustainable development in the telecom

industry will also result in more legisla-

tion and regulation. Energy consumption

and the use of toxic materials must be

reduced, not least in the developing coun-

tries. The hope is that, in countries where

new infrastructures are built, sustaina-

bitity will be a priority from the outset.

Greenpeace is an in(leller.r(lent environn]etltal

organisation de.licated to lacklilrB environ-

nrental prol:lenrs worl(lwr(lc in or(lcr to crearte

a sristainable ecltrilillrirrnr l)et!vL'cn nran ancl

his cnvironnrent. Greerlpcace Nettrcllan(ls is

llase(l in A[rster(1i]nr ar](i cn)ploys 93 staff

r" 72 llrll lrilr'c(lilr\.ilorlt l)o\iliorl.
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KICK W\/V DER MARK
.GREEN' COMMUNICATION?

"Telecommunications - what an old-

fashioned term! It's also a very [arrow
term. we associate it with analogue

telephony, but the market encompasses so

much more now that technologies and the

roles ofmarket players are converging."

The falling price of communications

services means lower costs for Green-

peace, an important consideration for

an organisation that does not accept

donations from corporations or govern-

ments. At the same time it is a constant

challenge. Technology changes so fast and

organisations need to keep pace with it.

An important development is the speed

and globalisation of news delivery. Thanks

to the Internet, news scoops travel around

the world much faster, and organisations

like Greenpeace can and must respond

much more quickly. Cyber-campaigns and

viral marketing are new tools that enable

the voice of Greenpeace to be heard, just

like blogs and web-TV.

Today's communication technologies

mean that we can be contacted anywhere

at ary time, but this also has a downside:

people do not always want to be reach-

able 24x7 . From time to time they simply

need to maintain radio silence and enjoy

some'downtime'.

New forms of communication are having

a major impact on how people work. From

the perspective of environmental friendli-

ness, Greenpeace sees opporfunities for
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Afterword

How will the world of human communication and interaction look in ten years'time?

How will we then use the communication services and resources that are available to us?

What are the implications for the telecom sector - which may not exist in the form we

know it today, and may be knorrrn by another name? And what does the future mean

for you?

Future scenarios as a source of inspiration

Technology, economies and culture will no longer evolve separately; they will influence

and reinforce each other. This will make life increasingly complex. A clear vision for the

future, modified as developments unfold, will help organisations to stay'on course'.

However, we often tend to focus too heavily on the present, while the future requires a

new approach. The future is not what it used to be. By looking at things from the "r:r'.rtsidt

rr-r", and by looking ahead, we become aware of new developments and we see the world

in a new light. That means letting go of the present.

This booklet is a collection of future scenarios and visions. Each vision is a piece of a

puzzle. Together they form a picture ofhow our world could look in 2016. The key themes

in the future world of telecom will be: e-Communications, customer drive & humanised

technology, social change, personal(ised) content, media convergence, ambient

intelligence, seamless connectivity, selfregulating markets and new application provisio-

ning models.

If you have thought about the future, you may already be familiar with many of the issues

discussed in this booklet. But we do not all need to be visionaries. We can draw inspira-

tion from the visions of others, and apply them to our otvn situation.

We hope that telecom.beyond will be a source of lnspiratrLrn for you and those around

you, and encourage you to Iook at the world from a new perspective.

The power of future scenarios

Our introduction began: "imagine .......". "lrtaqiratron is more important than know-

ledge: knowledge is limited, imagination encircles the world" (Albert Einstein). By looking

ahead, we are actually taking a steP towards the future. Dreams and visions of the future

are a powerful instrument for combining and focussing energies, and motivating those

involved to take their organisation into the future.

We can use images and visions of the future to activate our powers of imagination and

actively address questions such as: "what implications will the situation have for my

organisation, my customers, my products?" These are the f,rst steps towards a pro-active

approach: anticrpation is a strategic weaPon. On that basis, we may well come to the con-

clusion that our current vision, strategy, portfolio or approach is no longer satisfactory,

and that we have to decide on a new course, new concepts, etc. Or we may see a window

of opportunity; chances that we did not see before.

(



Finally, vision must be translated into resolutions. This can be done by focussing on alter-

native futures that reflect defined ambitions and goals, and then workirg backwards to

the present in order to assess their feasibility. Methods such as backcasting or roadmap-

ping are used for this purpose.

Innovate together
In today's business environment, it is clear that no organisation can innovate by itself;

co-operatio[ and innovation are the keys to success. Innovation is something that orga-

nisations should focus on together. Team visions are much more effective than individual

visions. Scenarios can be developed with existing or potential Partners. Often, future

scenarios also have a communicative function.

Organisations can co-operate with other Parties, or, ifthey wish to exPlore several alter-

native futures, they can draw up their own scenarios. Your organisation or partnership

will become more flexible, and your decisions will be more future-proof.

telecom.beyond
Witl these glimpses of the world of communication in 2016 ever become reality? The

short answer is: some will and some won't. But, as with so many things in life, there are

very few short answers. At the very least, these visions offuture worlds should inspire

your own visioning and help you to prepare for the future. telecom.beyond by TNO Infor-

mation and Communication Technology invites - and challenges - you to be inspired and

to improve your innovative skills. And we would be glad to help.
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p IZ 0 p I IZ ll r IZ p ll r a 11 IZ I p r 0cIZ110 r 1 Recent research has proved a trend that started early this century and was first observed with college students. 

These students appeared to be doing other th ings instead of concentrating on the lecture: e-mailing, chatting, net and co browsing or even writing a paper on a 

different subject. But to the amazement of their teachers , in actual fact they were performing these tasks in parallel. Clair Johansson reports ... RF r i C ll h ll 1 
t h IZ bright IZ 1 t c 0 mm uni c ll t i D n 1 Fut u r IZ In the past, Africa had little communications infrastructure. The average economic growth of more 

than 11 percent in the past three years, has led to unprecedented investments in communications technology. These are state of the art as there is little or no legacy 

to contend with. According to a spokesman from ... 11:1 IZ n tit Y i 1 [Ii git ll I No longer can people use paper documents to prove their identity, their license to 

drive or date of birth. As of today, only digital !D 's are legally accepted as proof of .. . n IZ w 1 p IZ ll k: c 0 mm uni c a Ii 1 m The latest edition of The Oxford 

Pedia incorporates many new words and expressions. An example of this is 'communicalism ' (addiction to communicating), others include .. . E•Jmzryonmz ii ll 
p U b Ii 1 h IZ r Publishing used to be a good and profitable business. Nowadays it is a commodity and for the biggest part, free of charge. At one time or other, 

everyone publishes something to the net ... u 5 IZ I IZ c t i 0n1 t h w ll rt IZ cl The electronic election voting for the American presidency has been sabotaged 

by environmentalists to clinch the awareness of electronic pollution and technology addiction . T IZ ll c h b 0 t 1 t ll k IZ 0 I) IZ r IZ 1:1ucllti0 n Every 

first-grade student has its own TeachBot based on his or her unique psychological , social , talent, and intelligence profile. TeachBots now realize Plato 's ancient dream of 

one student, one teacher. IJ i rt U ll I C 0-1h0 pp in g r IZ ll C h IZ 1 r IZ r 0 r cl t Urn 01.1 IZ r The latest fad in shopping, virtual co-shopping, has grown 

by a staggering 80 percent in the past year, as recorded by market researchers SEO. E i g g IZ 1 t gr 0 Wt h i 1 IZ X p IZ C t IZ cl t 0 b IZ t h IZ 
m ll r k IZ t F 0 r h 0 I 0 gr ll phi c rt~ IJ i c IZ 1 Today, HoloMorph reported record growth and profits for the last quarter of 2015. Furthermore, they an

nounced the first holographic devices for the consumer market. .. 5at1Z II it 1Z 1y1t1Z m F 1Z ll t Ur 1Z 1 r 1Z a It i m 1Z t r ll FF i C C 0ng1Z 1 t i On 
warning and routing. couplmzcl with motor managmzmmznt control oF incli•.•idual ~·mzhiclmzr. The 

European Committee is drawing up legislation to force vehicle manufacturers to incorporate compatible motor management software in order to ... In t IZ II i g IZ n t 
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cod121 hidd12n in public obj12ct r (12.g. 1tatu121, road rignr) will narrowcart th12ir curtomi112d 
m 1211llg121 i F I] p r 0Fi112 d u 112 r i 1 in t h 12 I) i c in it y United Consumers today announces lnfoMag, information of interest in public objects 

such as lamp posts, statues and the like. This wide-ranged information may point to nearby houses for sale, cheap car repairs or may warn of ghetto gangs and smog 

alerts ... In F 0 r m I] t i 0 n h I] 1 b 12c0m12 t h 12 n 12 t w 0 r k The American Library of Congress has taken issue with the us government legislation 

to abolish paper and digital books as a means of education in public schools, saying that a long-standing tradition ... IJirtual 12Xp12ril2nCl21 hlll.112 
1UrP1J / / 12 d 1J U t h 12 n t i C 12XP12ri12nC12 / Social researchers conclude that people between the age of 8 and 32 now prefer virtual experiences 

(such as vi rtual zoos or virtual concerts) to real-life experiences, mostly stating that real-life has no added value and is safer ... [ u 1t0m12 r c I] r 12 i 1 Fu II y 
U t 0mllt12 d There is not a company on this earth that you can call and be answered by a human being. This provocative statement by Hester Spoony caused 

a stir during the annual meeting of the Global Marketeering Guild ... [iam121 cannot b12 1.•irually dirtinguirh12d From th12 r12al 
w 0 r Id Advertisement: Tonight on MTV27 - Virtual Brasil VS Virtual Italy. Any time between 19:00 - 02:00. Participation first hour free of charge. Don 't miss it! 

Th12 n12w121t g12n12ration oF drugr ar12 virtual, digitally dirtribut12d 12l12ctronic mind manipu-
la t i 0 n W id g 12 t 1 Vienna police officers have confirmed the infiltration and rounding up of a Chinese drugs gang that was selling a new type of drug popular 

among young Europeans. Reports indicate that usage of the drug can lead to insomnia and amnesia. Police captain Joe Brown ... [iO g g 112 i 1 t h 12 WO r Id 1 1 
i g g 121 t t 12 m p I] g 12 n c y in t h 12 w 0 r Id Goggle spokeswoman Josee Vanderbeecke told The Daily Newsfeed in an exclusive interview that Gog

gle now has a market share of more than 27% in temporary employment. Moreover, she revealed Goggle's plan to offer internships, traineeships and adult education to 

underprivileged ... Th12 ma Ff ill tak121 control by hijacking th12 national n12twor~i A criminal coup d'etat took place in 

Borduria last night. For the first time in human history, this was not a coup by means of arms and combat but by means of hubs and hops. The current situation remains 

unclear as there are currently no means of communication with Borduria ... Th12 n12t ir I] 112aml1211 and ubiquitour int12raction 



n12twork conrirting of many dif f 12r12nt 11utonomou1 1ubn12t 1 Advertisement: Limited offer: One net, one fee. Voicedial 

0800-0NENET for your personal offer. R typical d12~•ic12 r12t11il1 at an 12qui•.•11l12nt of E.$ 3 Planet Aldi announced that all electronic 

devices will retail at€$ 3 or less, starting tomorrow (Greenwich time zone). T12chnology 11d•Jllnc121 12mpow12r 1 total 112IF-c11r12 
f Or thl2 121d12rly Free: when purchased within six months of the trial period. Only one trial per registered residential family. Offer expires on April 1 , 2016. 

Advertisement: Buy RoboNurse for just €$99.999,- now and be fully independent again! No more bathing by strangers, no more begging for company, no more house 

cleaning, and much, much more! Vidcall 0800-ROBONOW for a free* one-week trial. .. T 12rr0ri1 t I 1211cl12 r Fin 1111 y c al ugh t Traveling sensors finally 

hunted down Marty Feldhof in caves far South. The planet's most wanted terrorist has been on the run almost nine years . Amin Al Shehna, inventor of the traveling 

sensor, proved his point: "I knew they were capable of achieving this. From now on, no one is safe from my sensors anymore! '', he told our reporters with a big smile . 

Meanwhile, back in Washington ... Th 12 n 12 t i 1 1121F-11walr12 Ambient technology and intelligent bots have been making the Net more and more sentient. 

The Fled Institute reports that about 3 percent of bot agents combine on a regular basis to exchange human-like information. Scientists conclude that this is irrefutable 

proof that part of the Net is now self-aware. Th12r12 11r12 mor12 12112ctronic communicating 112n1or 1 than p12opl12 in 
t h 12 w 0 r I cl Professor Sklakovit laments the increasing number of spy sensors and downfall of pure human interaction in his inaugural speech at Leiden 

university ... Con1um12r communication d12•Jic121 11r12 in1t11nt11n12ou1 n12twork progr11mm12d ch11m12-
l12on1 I d12p12nding on th12 actual and r1211ltim12 n1212d of it 1 u112r 1 PurpleCroc 's latest release of SnockWare 9.99 now 

incorporates realtime reprogramming functions for users wanting to use their SnockDevs for environmental hazards warning ... T 0 b 12 t 12 C h n 0I0giC1111 Y 
Chlllll2ng12d ii al Vall id hllndiCalp Medical insurance companies have agreed to recognise technology handicap as a valid ailment for which patients 

will be eligible for treatment in the form of training and coaching ... n 12w1palp12 r 1 al r 12 cl al i I y 0p12 n 10urc12 w i k i 1 As of today, The Daily News 

Feed is now entirely made up from news gathered and communicated by contributors to the open source news wiki ... 
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TNO Information and Communication Technology helps com

panies, government bodies and (semi-)public organisations 

to realise successful innovations in ICT. Value creation for 

clients is our priority. Our research involves more than the 

technologies themselves. Where necessary, we also focus on 

user-friendliness, financial aspects, and business processes. 

TNO's independent status, specialised knowledge and multi-. 

disciplinary approach to all aspects of innovation enable us 

to enhance the competitive strengt!:t of organisations. 

telecom.beyond was written by Marc de Jong, Hans 

Stavleu, Annemieke de Korte and Christiaan van den Berg. 

Many colleagues at TNO Information and Communication 

Technology have also contributed to this publication. 

We would like to thank the contributors from the 18 organi
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communication worlds. TNO Information and 

Communication Technology presents nine 

realistic scenarios that show us how the world 

could look in ten years' time. In addition 18 

organisations within and outside the sector 

present their vision for the year 2016. 

telecom.beyond aims to be a source of 

inspiration for the telecom sector, enabling 

organisations to visualise the future and 

translate it into strategies. It is designed to 
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a --• ~ serve as a framework for visioning and 

strategy-forming, or as a basis for developing .......... 
'-.new product and service concepts. : 
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